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Abstract: The problem of image mining has been well studied. Image mining has been approached with several key features like color, texture and shapes. However, the efficiency of image retrieval is still a questioning fact. To improve the performance of image mining, an efficient Class Based Semantic Feature Similarity (CSFS) measure based image mining algorithm is presented in this paper. The method classifies the images under various semantic classes and according to the meanings of semantic class. First, the input image has been applied for noise removal and quality enhancement with Gabor filter and histogram equalization. Second, the input image has been extracted for Binary and Contrast (BC) patterns. Third, the method estimates semantic feature similarity for different classes. Finally a single one has been identified and the images of the class have been returned as result. The proposed algorithm improves the performance of image mining and reduces false classification ratio.

Index Terms: Image Mining, Semantics, BC Pattern, CSFS.

I. INTRODUCTION

The way of presenting information has been changed from text to images and videos now a day. Number of organization keeps their documents in form of images and videos instead of keeping them in original text or in papers. The organizations maintain their information in form of images and retrieve them whenever required. When the numbers of images are less, identifying them from few lists is quite easier, but when the size and number or volume of images are increasing, then identifying the related similar images is not possible. This requires the automated systems to find the relevant similar images from large pool.

Image mining is the process of identifying and retrieving the similar set of images from large pool of image database. In an image data base, there will be images indexed belongs to various categories or various classes. Similarly, each class would have number of sub classes under which the images are classified. The images are classified or indexed based on various features. The basic feature being used is color, shape and textures. Among these features, any one or multiple features can be used. The accuracy of classification and retrieval is highly depending on the measure of similarity. If the algorithm uses multiple features in estimating the similarity, then the accuracy can be improved.

In the modern trend, the images has been given various meanings and they can be classified under the meanings also. The semantics is the way of representing the images with set of meanings and features. For example, the cricket images can be classified based on various concepts like ball, bat, stump, and so on. However, the images are belongs to the objects but they can be classified in to cricket as the meanings has been shared. Similarly, various images can be grouped under specific class names. Similarly, when you specify football, the images of different players playing football can be classified. By using semantic meanings, the set of images of similar meanings can be grouped.

Considering, the color feature for image mining, would produce higher false results with higher irrelevancy. Similarly, number of algorithms available for image mining, but produces poor results. To improve the performance, a class based semantic feature similarity based algorithm is presented in this paper. The method generates binary patterns and contrast pattern for the retrieval of images. Based on the BC patterns, the method estimates the similarity measure. The detailed approach is discussed in the next section.

II. RELATED WORKS

There are many algorithms discussed for the problem of image mining. This section presents a short review on methods of image mining.

In [1], an object based automatic crawling system has been presented. The method is presented towards user centric web solution in image retrieval.

In [2], a content based retrieval based on edge and inner features is presented. The method split the image into number of windows and for each of them, the edges and inner features are identified. Based on the EI features, the method estimates cluster similarity to identify the similar images.

In [3], an SIFT based CBIR algorithm is presented. The method extract the SIFT features from the input image and applies Bacteria foraging optimization algorithm (BFOA) to identify the efficient results.

In [4], a global and local feature based image retrieval algorithm is presented. The method combines both SURF (Speed Up Robust Feature) and HOG (Histogram Orientation Gradients) features to extract local and global features. Using both, the method estimates similarity to retrieve the images.

In [5], a texture based image mining algorithm is presented. The method first applies the gabor filter to remove the noise. Then, the
image has been split into number of windows and generates location features which are non-overlapping. Using the features extracted, the bag of words has been generated. Generated features have been used to measure similarity to perform image mining.

In [6], an low level image feature based mining algorithm is presented which extracts low level features from textual images by generating the GLCM feature. Based on the feature extracted, the distance between each feature of GLCM has been measured. According to the value of GLCM similarity, the image retrieval has been performed.

In [7], the concept of semantic based image retrieval has been detailed and the author presented a survey on various methods of semantic based image retrieval. The paper details how the objects are identified based on concepts, how the low level features are related with query and the way of considering the feedback to produce results to the user.

In [8], an image mining algorithm with textual and image feature has been presented. The method extract text features from input query where the local feature has been extracted. The mutual information filter has been used to select the features and converted into visual descriptors. Using these, the similarity measure has been estimated to perform image retrieval.

A combination of visual and texture feature based image mining algorithm is presented in [9]. The method generates bag of words from textual features and bag of visual words from images. Using both the set of words, the method identifies the list of images related to the query.

A relevancy feedback based image retrieval algorithm is presented in [10]. The method works iteratively to get the feedback from the users and generate results accordingly. The support vector machine has been used for classification. In [11], various algorithms and descriptors for image retrieval have been analyzed. The analysis performed by combining various image descriptors in image retrieval.

All the above discussed algorithms produce poor results in image retrieval with higher irrelevancy.

### III. CLASS BASED SEMANTIC IMAGE RETRIEVAL

The proposed Class based semantic feature similarity based algorithm reads both input query and image. From input query, the method extracts features by applying natural language processing. Second, the method extracts the low level and high level features. Using all these, the method estimates the semantic feature similarity on different type of features to perform image retrieval. The detailed approach is presented below:

**Algorithm:**

1. **Input:** Image img, Query q
2. **Return:** Preprocessed Image Pimg, Query term Set QTs.
3. **Start**
   - Read input image img and query Q.
   - Initialize Gabor filter Gf = \( \int_{i=1}^{n} \text{Gabor} \) (i, Coordinates)
   - Pimg = Gf(img)
   - Term set Ts = Split(QTs, ‘ ’)
   - Apply stop word removal.
   - Ts = \( \int_{i=1}^{size(Ts)} \text{if } Ts(i) \in Sl:Ts = Ts \cap Ts(i) \)
   - For each term Ti
     - Ti = Stemming (Ti)
     - Token = PoSTag (Ti)
     - If Token == Noun then
       - QTS = \( \int \text{Terms } \in QTS \cup Ti \)
   - End
   - Stop

The above discussed algorithm performs noise removal from input image.

---

**Figure 1:** Architecture of proposed CSFS Image Retrieval System

The Figure 1, present the architecture of proposed CSFS image retrieval algorithm and shows various components.

**A. Preprocessing**

The input image has been read and the presence of noise has been removed initially. The Gabor filter has been applied to remove noise at different levels. The noise removed image has been used to extract the high level and low features. On the other side, the method reads the input query. From the input query, the method extracts the list of key words by applying the NLP technique. The stop word from the input query has been removed and stemming is performed. Finally, POS Tagger has been applied to produce the key terms.

**Algorithm:**

1. Input: Image img, Query q
2. Return: Preprocessed Image Pimg, Query term Set QTs.
3. Start
   - Read input image img and query Q.
   - Initialize Gabor filter Gf = \( \int_{i=1}^{n} \text{Gabor} \) (i, Coordinates)
   - Pimg = Gf(img)
   - Term set Ts = Split(QTs, ‘ ’)
   - Apply stop word removal.
   - Ts = \( \int_{i=1}^{size(Ts)} \text{if } Ts(i) \in Sl:Ts = Ts \cap Ts(i) \)
   - For each term Ti
     - Ti = Stemming (Ti)
     - Token = PoSTag (Ti)
     - If Token == Noun then
       - QTS = \( \int \text{Terms } \in QTS \cup Ti \)
   - End
   - Stop

The above discussed algorithm performs noise removal from input image.
and extracts the terms from the input query which are used to perform image retrieval.

B. Pattern Generation

The preprocessed image has various features. From the preprocessed image, the method converts the image into binary image. From the binary image, the method generates binary pattern. Also, from the original preprocessed image, the method extracts the contrast features. Both contrast and binary features are converted into feature vector to perform image retrieval.

Algorithm:
Input: preprocessed image Ping
Output: Vectors of Binary, Contrast
Start
Read image ping
Extract contrast features contrast = \( \sum_{i=1}^{size(pimg)} Contrast(pimg(i)) \)
Ping = Binarize(pimg)
Extract Binary feature Binary = \( \sum_{i=1}^{size(pimg)} Binary(pimg(i)) \)
Stop
The above discussed algorithm represents the working principle of BC pattern generation. The BC pattern has been used to perform image retrieval.

CSFS Estimation:

The class based semantic feature similarity has been measured based on both textual feature and the image features. Using the text feature, the method estimates the conceptual semantic similarity (CSS) where using the image features, the method estimates conceptual image semantic feature similarity (CISFS). Using both of them the method estimates the CSFS measure towards image retrieval.

Algorithm:
Input : Binary vector Bv, Contrast vector Cv, QTs, Ontology So
Output: Class C
Start
Read Bv, Cv and QTs
For each class c
Compute CSS = \( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{size(c)} So(c(i)) \neq QTs}{size(QTs)} \)
Compute CISFS = \( \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{size(c)} im(i)(BV) \neq BV}{size(c)} \times \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{size(c)} im(i)(CV) \neq CV}{size(c)} \)
Compute CSFS = CSS \times CISFS
End
Compute cumulative CSFS = \( \sum_{c} CSFS \neq c \)
End
Choose the class with maximum c = Max (CSFS)
Stop
The above discussed algorithm estimates the class based semantic feature similarity measure on various classes. Based on the value of CSFS, a single class has been selected as result.

C. CSFS Image Retrieval

In this stage, the method reads the query and input image. The input query has been extracted with term features using natural language processing techniques. The input image has been extracted with binary and contrast features. Using these features, the method estimates the class based semantic feature similarity measure. The class with maximum value of CSFS has been identified as target class. The images from the target class have been retrieved as result.

Algorithm:
Input: Query Q, Image Im, Ontology O
Output: Resultant Image Set Ris
Start
Read Q, Im, O
[Term Set Ts, Preprocessed Image Pimg] = Preprocessing(Q, Im)
[Binary vector Bv, Contrast vector Cv] = BC Pattern Generation(pimg)
Class C = CSFS-Estimation(BV,CV,Ts)
Ris = \( \sum \)Images \( \in C \)
Stop
The above discussed algorithm retrieves the image based on the class level semantic feature similarity measure.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The proposed algorithm has been implemented using matlab. The method has been evaluated for its efficiency using different data sets. The performance of the method has been measured under various factors and presented in this section. The result produced has been compared with the results of other methods. The results produced is presented below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tool Used</td>
<td>Matlab</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dataset Used</td>
<td>UCI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Semantics</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total no of Images</td>
<td>1 Million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Details of data set

The details of data set being used for the evaluation of proposed algorithm have been presented in Table 1. Using the data set, the method has been measured for its performance in various factors as follows:
The performance of the methods in terms of time complexity has been measured and compared with the result of other methods. The proposed CSFS algorithm has produced less time complexity than any other method. The performance on irrelevant ratio has been measured and compared with the result of other methods. The proposed CSFS algorithm has produced less irrelevancy than any other method.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, an efficient class based semantic feature similarity based image retrieval algorithm is presented. The method reads the input query and image to extract the term feature and high/low image features. Extracted features are converted to feature descriptors. Using the descriptors, the method estimates conceptual semantic similarity (CSS) on text features, and conceptual image semantic feature similarity (CISFS). Using both, the method estimates CSFS to identify the class with maximum value. The image of identified class has been retrieved as result to the user. The method improves the performance of image retrieval and reduces the false classification ratio with less time complexity.
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Figure 3: performance on time complexity